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Abstract

In order to clarify flow behavior and heat transfer characteristics of flow boiling in microgravity, the boiling and two-phase flow experimental facility which will be conducted in International Space Station (ISS) is developed. The glass heated section as an evaporating test section is installed in this facility, and the heated section is consisted of three transparent heated tubes which have different heated length, 50 mm, 50 mm and 5 mm, respectively. The transparent heated tube is made by Pyrex glass and the inner wall of the tube is covered by extremely thin gold film as using not only a heater but also resistance thermometer; that is, the tube can be measured the averaged inner wall temperature of the entire heated area. In addition, gas-liquid behavior of flow boiling can be observed through the gold film. The transparent heated short tube, which has 5 mm heated length and 4 mm inner diameter is a newly developed for third segment of the heated section of ISS experiment. In this study, derivation of the inner wall temperature and image analysis of flow behavior by using the short tube is described. Then the relation between heat transfer characteristics and flow behavior by using this tube is discussed. As a result of single-phase heat transfer experiment, the electrode resistance of the heated tube should be considered for estimation of the inner wall temperature of the short tube. Nusselt number considered the resistance of the electrode part has a good agreement with existing correlations compared to Nusselt number derived from total resistance of the tube. By using the image analysis, useful information such as liquid film thickness of annular flow and passing of disturbance wave can be obtained with heat transfer characteristics data simultaneously. The results indicates that the heat transfer in the liquid film region of slug flow is insignificantly small compared to turbulent liquid flow at the wake of slug under the conditions of this study.
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1. Introduction

For space applications in recent year, amount of exhaust heat, transporting distance of heat and heat generation density are increasing. In order to manage those thermal problems, flow boiling and two-phase system is one of the effective way for the cooling system. To realize this system, thermal characteristics and flow behavior under microgravity conditions should be clarified, so flow boiling and two-phase flow experiment will be conducted in Japanese experimental module of International Space Station (ISS) at 2016 1. In the experiment, two heated test section is installed; a glass heated section and a metal heated section. The metal heated section is a conventional one, it is made by copper tube with sheath wired heater. The glass heated section is included three transparent heated tubes in series. The transparent heated tube is developed by authors 2-4, and it is made by Pyrex glass coated by transparent gold thin film on the inner wall of the tube. Simultaneous measurement of averaged inner wall temperature in the entire heated surface, heating of fluid, observation of flow behavior are possible by using this tube.

The three heated tubes in the glass heated section have a same inner diameter, 4 mm, but those have different the heated length. The heated length of two transparent heated tubes on the upstream side is 50 mm, and third heated tube located at the downstream has 5 mm of the heated length. So the third tube is called a transparent heated “short” tube, it is newly developed for ISS experiment. The short tube can observe flow behavior in detail, because ratio of its heated length to inner diameter (L/D) is very small and a camera which is used for observation of flow behavior can be located close to the short tube. The tube is used as a resistance heated...
thermometer to estimate a inner wall temperature. However, the heated length of short tube is shorter than that of electrode part length, a resistance of electrode part should be considered to estimate the inner wall temperature.

In this paper, derivation of the inner wall temperature and image analysis of flow behavior by using the short tube under terrestrial conditions is described. Then, the relation between heat transfer characteristics and flow behavior is reported.

2. Experimental Setup and Data Analysis

2.1 Experimental Apparatus and Procedure

The experimental apparatus is shown in Fig. 1. The apparatus is consisted of a reservoir tank, pump, flow meter, preheater, metal heated tube, transparent heated tube, condenser, buffer tank. The metal heated tube is used as a second preheater, Preheater 2. Well-degassed FC-72 is used as a test fluid.

In this study, a transparent heated short tube as shown in Fig. 2 is used as a heated section. The structure of the present short tube is a completely same as a heated tube of ISS experiment. The short tube has a 4 mm of inner diameter, 6 mm of outer diameter, 5 mm of the heated length. The transparent heated short tube is made by Pyrex glass and the inner wall of the tube is covered by extremely thin gold film as using not only a heater but also resistance thermometer; that is, the tube can be measured the averaged inner wall temperature of the entire heated area. In addition, gas-liquid behavior of flow boiling can be observed through the gold film. Detailed instruction about the transparent heated tube was reported in previous papers.

At the beginning of experimental run, the test fluid is well deaerated by a vacuum pump. The fluid is transfer from the reservoir tank to the heated section via two pre-heater sections by the pump. At the two pre-heater sections, the fluid is set at the desired conditions such as the subcooled temperature or quality at the inlet of a heated section. The fluid was heated and boiling occurred in the heated tube. The flow behavior and the thermal characteristics such as inner wall temperature should be measured simultaneously. Then the fluid is again became liquid single-phase by condenser part. The loop pressure at the inlet of the heated tube can be kept at a desired value by buffer tank.

The experimental conditions are listed in Table 1. Mass velocity, \( G \), is 39 - 601 kg/m²s, loop pressure at the inlet of the heated section, \( P_{in} \), is around 0.1 MPa, heat flux, \( q_{in} \), is 0 - 79 kW/m², and flow direction is vertical upward. Subcooling temperature or quality at the inlet of the heated section, \( \Delta T_{sub} \) or \( x_{in} \), are 0 - 42.8 K or 0 - 0.70, respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Range</th>
<th>Units</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Test fluid</td>
<td>Degassed FC-72</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flow direction</td>
<td>vertical upward</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass velocity ( G )</td>
<td>39 - 601</td>
<td>kg/m²s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inlet pressure ( P_{in} )</td>
<td>94.6 - 107.9</td>
<td>MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inlet subcooled ( \Delta T_{sub} )</td>
<td>0 - 42.8</td>
<td>K /</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/ Inlet quality ( x_{in} )</td>
<td>0 - 0.7</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heat flux ( q_{in} )</td>
<td>0 - 79.0</td>
<td>kW/m²</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2 Temperature Data Derivation

As shown in Fig. 2, the heated tube has two electrodes located at the both end of the tube and a short heated part. The electrode region is covered by silver paste on the inner and outer wall of the tube. The thickness of the silver paste is 10-50 µm, it is quite thick compared to the gold film thickness which is 10-50
should be considered for the estimation of the inner wall temperature. Figure 4 shows the electro-structure of the tube and the measured temperature points. The outer wall temperature, $T_{ow}$, is measured by k-type thermocouple, the fluid temperature, $T_f$, is calculated from the inlet and outlet temperatures of the test section. Here, assuming the temperatures of the gold film $T_{gold}$, electrode regions $T_{elec}$ are linear functions of each resistance, $R_{gold}$ and $R_{elec}$:

$$R_{gold} = a_{gold}T_{gold} + b_{gold}, \quad (2a)$$

$$R_{elec} = a_{elec}T_{elec} + b_{elec} \quad (2b)$$

where $a_{gold}$, $a_{elec}$, $b_{gold}$, $b_{elec}$ are constant values, and $T_{tube}$, $a_{tube}$, $b_{tube}$ in eq. (1) were already found from the results of non-heating calibration test as shown in Fig. 3.

In the case of non-heating calibration test, $T_{tube}$, $T_{gold}$, $T_{elec}$ can be set the fluid temperature, $T_f$, under steady state condition. Thus, from the relation of $R_{tube} = R_{gold} + R_{elec}$,

$$a_{tube}T_f + b_{tube} = (a_{gold} + a_{elec})T_f + (b_{gold} + b_{elec}) \quad (3)$$

So, the following relations are reduced:

$$a_{tube} = a_{gold} + a_{elec}, \quad b_{tube} = b_{gold} + b_{elec} \quad (4)$$

and

$$T_{tube} = a_{gold}T_{gold} + a_{elec}T_{elec} \quad (5)$$

The cross-section area of the silver paste of the electrode region, $A$, can be calculated from the measured weight of silver paste, therefore $a_{elec}$ becomes

$$a_{elec} = \frac{\sigma_0 l}{A} \beta \quad (6)$$

where $l$ is the length of the electrode region, 76 mm, $A$ is the cross-section area of the silver paste of the electrode region, 0.2415 mm$^2$, $\sigma_0 = 8.7 \times 10^{-7}$ $\Omega$ m and $\beta = 0.004$ K$^{-1}$ are the electrical resistivity and the temperature coefficients of the silver paste, respectively.

Finally, assuming the temperature of the electrode region, $T_{elec}$, is an average temperature of $T_{gold}$ and $T_{ow}$:

$$T_{elec} = (T_{gold} + T_{ow})/2, \quad (7)$$

$T_{gold}$ can be derived from equations (4), (5), (6), (7).

In order to compare the measurements temperatures, $T_{tube}$ and $T_{gold}$, with the correlations, Al-Arabi’s correlation which is considered by the entrance effect is used for the predicted Nusselt number, $Nu$, for the turbulent single-phase flow $^5$:

$$Nu = \frac{Nu_{\infty}}{1 + \left(\frac{z}{D}\right)^{0.5}} \frac{0.68 + \frac{30000}{Re^{0.68}}}{z/D} \quad (8)$$
Nu of the tube, $Re$, where $z$ is the heated length of the tube, $D$ is the inner diameter of the tube, $Re$ is the Reynolds number, $Pr$ is Prandtl number, $Nu_{exp}$ is the Nusselt number of a fully developed turbulent single-phase flow. $Nu_{∞}$ is calculated with Gnielinski’s correlation:

$$Nu_{∞} = \frac{(f_w/8) \cdot (Re - 1000) \cdot Pr}{1 + 12.7 (f_w/8)^{1/2} \cdot (Pr/2)^{3/4} - 1} \quad (9)$$

, where $f_w$ is the wall friction coefficient, $f_w = 0.3164/Re^{1/4}$. For laminar flow heat transfer, Shah-London correlation $^7$ is applied for the fully developing flow:

$$Nu = 1.953 \left( \frac{z}{D \cdot Re \cdot Pr} \right)^{-1/3} \quad (10)$$

**Figure 5** shows the experimental Nusselt numbers, $Nu_{exp}$, collected from the single-phase heat transfer experiment by using the short transparent heated tube, as compared with the Nusselt numbers $Nu_{cal}$ calculated from eq. (10) for laminar flow and eq. (8) for turbulent flow. Here two temperatures, $T_{tube}$ and $T_{gold}$, are considered as the inner wall temperature of the short tube to calculate $Nu_{exp}$. From the comparison of $Nu_{exp}$ derived from two temperatures, $Nu_{exp}$ which was used $T_{gold}$ has a good agreement with $Nu_{cal}$ than that of $Nu_{exp}$ by using $T_{tube}$. Although two assumptions as equations (2) and (7) are still open questions, $T_{gold}$ is applied for the inner wall temperature of the short transparent heated tube in this study.

### 2.3 Image Analysis Procedure

One of the specialties of the transparent heated tube, flow behaviour can be observed through the tube wall. In this study image processing software ImageJ$^{13}$ was used to analyze the images obtained by high speed camera with 1000 fps. Various informations such as film thickness of annular flow and passing of disturbance wave in rough can be obtained from the images.

**Figure 6** shows an example of the image analysis procedure. Firstly, difference of brightness between liquid single-phase flow and gas-liquid two-phase flow is calculated for cancellation of the brightness distribution caused by curvature of the tube. Then, brightness difference image which can be used for brightness analysis is obtained. After that, the image is binarized to calculate liquid film thickness of annular flow. The pixel size of the image analysis area, which is the same territory as the heated area, is about 104 pixels × 104 pixels, so the resolution of the film thickness calculation is approximately 50 μm by present image analysis method.

**Figure 7** shows the transition of the brightness that is mean value of the entire area of the heated part under various heat flux, $q_{in}$, conditions. Mass velocity condition are almost same, $G = 35 \, kg/m^2s$, and the fluctuation of mass velocity in run is about $± 5 \, kg/m^2s$. At the beginning of nucleate boiling, $q_{in} = 53.0 \, kW/m^2$, as shown in **Fig. 7(a)**, brightness value is almost constant and the time average brightness value is 157.8 that is the highest value among three heat flux conditions. For $q_{in} = 96.4 \, kW/m^2$, many bubbles compared with low heat flux case were found. The time
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*Figure 5* Comparison of Nusselt numbers calculated from eq. (10) for laminar flow and eq. (8) for turbulent flow ($\circ$: unconsidered electrode resistance; $\bullet$: considered electrode resistance; $T_{iw} = T_{tube}$, $\ast$: considered electrode resistance; $T_{iw} = T_{gold}$).

![Image Analysis Procedure](image6.png)

**Fig. 6** Image analysis procedure.
average brightness value, 143.6, decreases with increasing heat flux, because the brightness at the gas-liquid interface of bubbles is lower than that of the liquid or gas single-phase region. Number of bubbles increases with increasing heat flux as shown in flow behaviour image in Fig. 7, so the time average brightness value decreases by the gas-liquid interface increment. In addition, the amplitude of brightness is larger than that of lower heat flux case, because it depends on cycle of bubble departure and generation from the heated wall. For the highest heat flux, $q_{in} = 161.3 \text{ kW/m}^2$, the time average brightness value takes a minimum value, 131.6. In such a high heat flux condition, boiling bubble unintermitted generates with high bubble density, so the amplitude of brightness became small again same as lowest heat flux case.

3. Experimental results

Here, two experimental results, annular flow with disturbance wave and slug flow, are described. Figure 8 shows the transition of mass velocity, brightness, inner wall temperature, heat transfer coefficient and flow behaviour under the condition of annular flow with disturbance wave. Note that brightness, inner wall temperature and heat transfer coefficient are the average value of the entire heated surface. The image data is obtained by high-speed camera with 1,000 fps and the temperature data and mass velocity are measured by data logger (DU1040-H, Takasago Ltd.) with 100 Hz. The time lag between them is less than ±0.02 s. The fluctuation of mass velocity is about ±5 kg/m²s same as Fig. 7. The brightness value of annular flow is 160-165, and when passing of the disturbance wave, the brightness value declines drastically down to 140-150. For example, it was found that the disturbance wave was passing the tube at $t = 0.508$ s as shown in Fig. 8(d). The transition of the inner wall temperature has same trend, the temperature decreases with the passing of the disturbance wave. The frequency of disturbance wave is about 10 Hz obviously from brightness data, and it is completely coincides with the inner wall temperature decrease. And the heat transfer coefficients, which are driven from heat flux, inner wall and fluid temperatures, increase slightly. Though the amplitude of inner wall temperature
Fig. 9 The transition data of (a) mass velocity, (b) film thickness, (c) inner wall temperature and heat transfer coefficient, and (d) images of flow behaviour under the conditions of slug flow ($q_{\text{in}} = 22.0 \text{ kW/m}\text{^2}$, $G = 44.0 \text{ kg/m}\text{^2}s$, $P_{\text{in}} = 98.3 \text{ kPa}$, $s_{\text{in}} = 0.11$).

is very small, 0.2-0.5 K, the transparent heated short tube can be detected this temperature variation clearly.

The transition data under slug flow conditions is shown in Fig. 9. The liquid film thickness which drove from a brightness data was measured at the center line of the heated length. Though the film thickness data is rough value by this analysis method, this data is very useful because presence of slug can be decided objectively. When a slug is passing through the tube, the film thickness can be detected. For example, the slug was passing the tube from $t = 0.309$ s to $t = 0.523$ s as shown in Fig. 9(d). The film thickness declined drastically less than 1 mm, and the thickness value was taken almost constant, approximately 0.5 mm, during this period. After passing of the slug, the film thickness was risen again. The inner wall temperature was increased when the slug came into the center line of the tube, then the temperature was obtain the constant value during the existence of the liquid film of the slug. The temperature was decreased slightly when the rear of the slug was reached at the center line of the tube. This temperature decrease was caused by turbulent flow at the wake of slug. The heat transfer coefficient was changed corresponding inner wall temperature fluctuation.

Three zone model which was proposed by J. Thome et al.\(^9\) was indicated that the heat transfer in the thin liquid film evaporation region is typically on the order of several times that of the liquid flow region. This three zone model is applied for heat transfer in microtube. In contrast, present study is used a tube which has 4 mm of the inner diameter. This tube diameter is not microtube for the present test fluid, FC-72, so the liquid film of this study is thicker than that of three zone model case. Heat resistance of the liquid film increases in proportion to liquid film thickness. So the heat transfer deterioration is occurred at the liquid film region of slug.

4. Conclusions

The transparent heated short tube, which is installed in the third segment of the glass heated section of the flow boiling and two-phase flow experimental facility on board the International Space Station. In this study, derivation of the inner wall temperature and image analysis of flow behavior by using the short tube was described. Then the relation between heat transfer characteristics and flow behavior was discussed. the conclusions are as follows;

1. To estimate the inner wall temperature of the short tube, the gold thin film resistance, $R_{\text{gold}}$, is applied instead of total resistance of the tube, $R_{\text{tube}}$. As a result of single-phase heat transfer experiment, Nusselt number derived from $R_{\text{gold}}$ has a good agreement with existing correlations compared to Nusselt number by using $R_{\text{tube}}$.

2. Performing the analysis of flow behaviour image, liquid film thickness of annular flow and passing of disturbance wave in rough can be obtained with heat transfer characteristics data simultaneously.

3. In the conditions of this study, the heat transfer of the liquid film in slug flow is insignificantly small compared to turbulent liquid flow at the wake of slug.
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